
Side Panniers

Capacity:
Large straight pannier: 47 Liters
Large discharged pannier: 41 Liters
Small straight pannier: 39 Liters
Small discharged pannier: 33 Liters

SSize:
Straight pannier 47 liters: 27.0 x 46.8 x 40.0 cm
Discharged pannier 41 liters: 21.0 x 46.8 x 40.0 cm
Straight pannier 39 liters: 23.5 x 46.8 x 38.0 cm
Discharged pannier 33 liters: 18.0 x 46.8 x 38.0 cm

Opening: top
Body color: black and grey 

Fixed to the motorbike:
The pannier has a fast release. Fixing is done through a push and block.
The pannier Raid needs the Mytech fixing frame or the original bmw r 
1200 gs adventure fixing frame to be hooked to the motorbike  

Material: 
Body pannier: aluminium 2.0mm
Bottom and lid:Bottom and lid: aluminium 1.5mm
Hinges: Stainless steel  2.0 mm
Frame: iron tube trellis, diameter 18.0 mm
Treatment: Powder coating

Accessories:
Possibility of fixing a backrest on the top case to make the second 
passenger TC00S1-TC00S3 more comfortable.

Top Case

Capacity: 
Small top case: 33 liters
Medium top case: 41 liters (it holds up  a modular or integral helmet)  
Large top case: 55 liters (it holds up to two integral or modular helmets )
 
SSize:
Small top case: 32.00 x 38.0 x 30.0 cm
Medium top case: 35.00 x 42.0 x 30.0 cm
Large top case: 30.00 x 52 x 38.0 cm

Opening: side or front 
Color: black or grey

Fixed to the motorbike: 
The top case to be fixed on the bike needs the Mytech fixing plThe top case to be fixed on the bike needs the Mytech fixing plate with fixed 
release or the original Moto Guzzi V85TT plate  
 
Materiale:
Body and corners: aluminium  2 mm 
Hinges: stainless steel 2 mm

Treatment: powder coating 

Functionality 
The Top Case contains one or two modular / integral helmets. The body 
of the top case is a unique element, tig welded to ensure water 
tightness. The body is made of aluminum with a thickness of 2mm to 
contribute to greater resistance in the event of a fall. The lid can also 
be opened from both sides or removed completely. The handles and be opened from both sides or removed completely. The handles and 
lashing eyes on the lid can also be used to attach soft bags or other 
extra cargo accessories.

Design
They are completely made of aluminum and powder coated to ensure 
resistance to scratches and corrosion. Our cases are internally welded t
o ensure waterproofing should it rain. You will find two sizes of 
suitcases because we decided to mount the smaller suitcase on the suitcases because we decided to mount the smaller suitcase on the 
side where the muer is present and the large suitcase on the other 
side, solving the problem of asymmetry that would be obtained with 
traditional non-unloaded side cases.
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